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Vanitar Co.—established in 1999— has become 
a pioneer in presenting luxury construction products 
among its peers.

Vanitar carefully handpicks and curates fine collec-
tions of hard/soft flooring, outdoor wood, 
home accessories, furniture and lighting. Vanitar 
exclusively selects from the largest, greatest 
and internationally recognized brands in the world. 
The company has long succeeded in evoking 
feelings of perfection and flawless finishing.
Vanitar’s diverse products and design choices have 
gained its clients’ trust in creating their desirable 
home or office. 

Modern beauty and sophistication have always 
shaped Vanitar’s values and have guided 
this company to always aim at distinctive quality 
and service.

In recent years, Vanitar has been developed as 
a holding company. Along side construction, Vanitar 
has become active in the field of motorcycles—
presenting many top-rating brands in the world. 
Vanitar plans to continue its development process 
by entering the fields of food and sports in the 
near future.
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BerryAlloc



High Pressure
Laminate

Original
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Chateau
Herringbone pattern is a classic, which allows 
the flooring to stand out. It adds an elegance and 
classy touch to the decor to make the room 
more inviting. The versatility of herringbone floors 
allows them to be used in all sorts of spaces, 
decors and in combination with different styles.
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Parquet

Lodge

The authenticity of wood floors that have 
aged naturally.

A rustic wood floor reminiscent of the wild 
and the great outdoors.
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Vinyl 
Planks

If you’re going for a tiled look, you get to 
benefit from our unique tile size. Tiles measuring 
600 by 900 millimeters will give your home 
a timeless look and feel. The high-quality finishing 
assures years of domestic and commercial 
comfort – comfort in an extra-large package.
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Kitchen
Wall Panels

These realistic tile-structure boards stay clean and 
hygienic year after year.

The BerryAlloc Kitchen Wall collection, made of
compact and durable laminated materials, is both 
heat and water resistant. Even direct splashes 
of boiling water will not dam- age it. You can quickly 
and easily install the panels yourself, without 
making a mess or losing lots of time. Kitchen Wall 
panels are 3mm thick, which makes them ideal 
for quick renovations. A tube of BerryAlloc glue, a 
little time on your hands and you are all set. 
The hardest part? Choosing!
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Tilo



Tilo makes
parquet 
       special.
A tilo floor should tie in with your lifestyle and 
your home. For that reason, we offer you a range 
of different formats that each offer a different 
look: from the single plank with a single strip 
appearance to three-strip parquet and generous 
chateau planks.

Plank Formats:

— Oak Chateau Plank
     2,425 x 250 x 13 mm

— Larch Single Plank
     2,415 x 182 x 13 mm

— Oak, Canadian Maple, Beech, Ash, Walnut Single Plank
     2,205 x 176 x 13 mm

— Oak, Acacia, Maple (Canadian) Three-Strip Parquet
— Oak Single Plank
     2,205 x 206 x 13 mm

— Maple Single Plank
     2,205 x 168 x 13 mm

— Swiss Pine Single Plank
     1,900 x 182 x 13 mm

Chateau Plank

Larch Single Plank

Single Plank

Single Plank, Three-Strip Parquet

Single Plank

Swiss Pine Single Plank
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MARCANTO TREND 
Oak Melange

MARCANTO TREND 
Oak Fels

MARCANTO TREND 
Oak Sahara

Marcanto
Wood from oak and larch trees hides many 
natural surprises. We select the most interesting 
colour variations and structures for you in 
order to give your MARCANTO floor its own 
special character.
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Rustico
Vario

With RUSTICO VARIO, we combine rustic 
grading with hand-finished dovetail joints: this 
centuries-old timber joint has always been 
synonymous with craftsmanship and accentuates 
the original charm of the floor.

RUSTICO VARIO
Oak Caramel dovetails
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Scheucher



MULTIflor

Installation 
Patterns:

Herringbone

Irregular Pattern

Brick Pattern

Parallel Pattern

Ladder Pattern

Cube
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MULTIflor 740 45° | Eiche Oak | Natur | BIANCA 
NOVOLOC® 5G

Chevron Flooring — 60°

Chevron Flooring — 45°

Herringbone horizontally installed  
45° or 60°

Brick Pattern — 45° or 60°

 Parallel Pattern — 45° or 60°

BILAflor® 500 | Eiche Oak | Astig knotty | NATURA30 31



Weiss



Thermowood
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Outdoor
Terrace Boards

Facade
Planed Timber

Be it your terrace, your pool area, your garden or your balcony: with the 
terrace boards by the Weiss GmbH your outdoor area will be represented in an 
impressive way. Every board is a sign of the perfect combination of hand-
craft quality, innovative technology and modern design. 

The Weiss GmbH offers high quality planed timber, 
which is produced in the own planing factory, 
for the interior and exterior use.
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Orotex



Softest touch 
& best 
resilience
— 50 % more grass blades per m2
— better coverage
— full UV-protection
— colour fastness warranty
— available in 30 & 40 mm pile height
— made in Belgium
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Vorwerk



Tripod / 
Prisma

Diamond / 
Dart
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Partition
By Hadi Teherani

Crystal_S / 
Crystal_L
By Hadi Teherani46 47



Object Carpet



Antwerp

Stich by stich: classic needlepoint in a modern 
context designed to attract attention in any kind of 
interior.
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Helsinki
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Venice

Palazzo grandezza: the magic of the lagoon city 
at your feet – whether furioso or piano, these four 
shades combine well with wood.
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Kriskadecor



Aura
By Yonoh

With the development of Aura Collection, Yonoh
has created a lamp that has a continuity, with 
which it is possible to make combinations that 
create an almost sculptural effect.

In this collection by Yonoh, the link strands are 
born from the light source surrounding it, creating 
tubes of different lengths that intersect forming 
a volume adapted to the desired compositions.
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Framed 
Solutions

Shape Frame is a decorative solution that 
delimits a chain emptying and that can cover 
practical needs or aesthetics to beautify 
in a surprising way.

In terms of design, the limit is in the 
imagination. The frame can reproduce all
kinds of organic or geometric shapes, 
including elements that are completely 
suspended between the chains.

Organic, geometrical, fancy shapes... 
Imagine it, we will do it for you.
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Formani



Fold
By Tord Boontje

Two
 By Piet Boon

— Overall dimensions: 714mm x 1314mm
— Brushed stainless steel frame
— Mdf panels painted white or black

— Panel sizes: 
  Small: 210mm x 300mm
  Medium: 420mm x 300mm
  Large: 630mm x 300mm
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Ribbon
 By Bob Manders

— Overall dimensions: 714mm x 1314mm
— Brushed stainless steel frame
— Mdf panels painted white or black

— Panel sizes: 
  Small: 210mm x 300mm
  Medium: 420mm x 300mm
  Large: 630mm x 300mm

Edgy
 By Matthew Bruls

— Overall dimensions: 714mm x 1314mm
— Brushed stainless steel frame
— Mdf panels painted white or black

— Panel sizes: 
  Small: 210mm x 300mm
  Medium: 420mm x 300mm
  Large: 630mm x 300mm
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Fontini



DO

— Mechanism (f.e.: two way switch) & porcelain case (black or white)
— Knob (metallic knob) & screws
— Bases (wood bases) or frames (porcelain or wood frames)

Surface 
Installation:
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Bridge Garby

Plate Finishes:

Toggle Finishes:

Porcelain, surface installation with pipe or cable Classic 
style rotary switches.
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Estiluz



Asana
Oiko Design

Alfi
ESTUDI{H}AC

Flow
ESTUDI RIBAUDÍ
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Revolta
Nahtrang Studio
Open circles sketched in the air, or frames for 
fabric panels to soften sound. Pendant cylinders 
have alumimum heads and acrylic diffusers.



Aro
Jordi Blasi

Button
 Francesc Rifé
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Team 7



Relief Wardrobe
wood type walnut, 
matt taupe glass

The relief wardrobe is a masterpiece of 
craftsmanship – both inside and out. On the inside 
it’s clearly structured by practical organization 
aids. When it’s closed, it makes an utterly vivacious 
impression with its fascinating material mix 
of glass and wood.
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Nox Bed
wood type oak, taupe leather yps table

wood type walnut and yps bench, wood type 
walnut, antique white leather aye chair, wood type 
walnut, antique white and anthracite leather.

Black
Line

wood type walnut, matt black 
glass, smoked glass
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Linee
wood type oak, 
matt medium grey glass
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Bene



Aluminium
Black
Management
Table
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Studio
by Bene

Individual Work
& Lifestyle
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Vanitar 
Proudly Presents:
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vanitar.com


